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To: John Teague 
Office of Clean Energy Staff 
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities  
 
December 18, 2014 
 
RE: IXC Straw Proposal Comments focused on Storage 
 
John, 
 
Partnership One is responding to BPU staff’s Clean Energy Interconnection and Net metering 
subcommittee (IXC) request for policy input on combining various distributed energy resources 
in conjunction with Class I renewable sources allowed under the 1999 Energy Competition Act. 
 
Background 
 
In the past New Jersey has been a national leader in renewable energy policies, particularly solar. 
Now a $1 billion1 US market for solar combined with Behind the Meter (BtM) energy storage is 
expected to develop by 2018 because of the economic synergies of these two technologies. We 
believe NJ can lead in BtM storage adoption with well-crafted policies encouraging Solar PV 
generation with energy storage, in particular storage in the form of electric vehicles. 
 
The benefits of Battery Electric Vehicle (EV) ownership are numerous.  EV’s can have reduced 
cost of ownership over those of internal combustion engines (ICE) with their normally high fuel 
costs from high efficiency electric motors and lower electric ‘fuel’ costs.  EV’s also have lower 
environmental impacts particularly in New Jersey with carbon free charging energy from solar 
installations and our four nuclear power reactors.  One newly recognized benefit in the aftermath 
of Super Storm Sandy is EV’s coupled with inverter technology can provide backup power 
services during grid outages.  EV sites equipped with PV inverters can also perform peak demand 
shaving via time shifting and provide vital grid ancillary services such as Frequency Regulation 
with the EV’s storage capacity.   
 
Partnerships One, LLC is focused on demonstration of the Demand Management capability and 
Frequency Regulation in the Ancillary Services markets at PV-EV sites.  We call this Vehicle-
Solar-Grid (VSG) integration. This VSG functionality is most readily demonstrated at net 
metered solar PV system hosted sites. The advantages of VSG integration will improve the 
attractiveness of solar PV and help achieve the NJ Energy Master Plan environmental goals. 
 
Comments 
 
Partnerships One, LLC, supports the comments dated September 5 of the SEIA; 
 

1. Use of the 15% peak load rule2 in evaluating solar PV installations combined with 
storage.  

2. Require no additional metering or controls for solar with storage based on EV batteries. 
3. Inverter based NJ Class I RE below 10 kW net output combined with Storage should 

receive Level 1 interconnection review treatment.   
4. Inverter based NJ Class I RE over 10kW net output should receive level 2 

interconnection review treatment provided the circuit feeders fall below the 15% peak 
load.  

                                                        
1 The Future of Solar-Plus-Storage in the U.S.  by GtM http://www.greentechmedia.com/research/report/us-solar-plus-storage 
2 We note the 15% of peak load for fast track interconnection review rule is an arbitrarily threshold. This 15% rule should be 
reevaluated given the quantity of solar renewable generation interconnections in New Jersey appear to show it is unnecessarily 
restrictive in most cases out of concern for distribution reliability (mainly voltage limits and power quality parameters such as flicker). 
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Discussion on EDC Interconnection, Metering and Settlement position3:  
 
New Jersey’s EDCs have drafted interconnection protocols for combining additional generation 
with net-metered Class I renewable energy (RE) systems.  One EDC protocol covers sites 
equipped PV inverter technology providing grid services from energy storage. 
 
While for regulatory purposes Battery Energy Storage systems (BES) may be treated as 
Generators, it is important to note that BES systems are not a “generator” in the normal sense 
because they produce no net energy.  Batteries only deliver stored energy after first being charged 
with energy from some other source4.  In fact batteries return slightly less energy in discharge 
than they absorb in charging.  Therefore batteries for ES deployed as part of Class-I renewable 
energy system are components in the customer’s Generating Facility, not generators. 
 
Partnership One, LLC, comments on the EDC’s net-metered RE with ES protocol as follows: 
 

1. Eligibility of storage to receive net metering treatment. 
2. Monitoring requirements and meter location 
3. Inverter sizing  
4. Possible system impacts. 
5. Metering analysis requirements  
6. System analysis for demand burden 
7. Retroactive customer imposed costs in future system reconfiguration allegedly due to FR 
8. Equity and fairness issues with billing and settlement fees 

 
1. EV storage capabilities used for ancillary services participation, such as Frequency Regulation 
to PJM, must qualify for net metering treatment because if the energy coming in has to be paid 
for and the energy going out is not reimbursed, the service is uneconomic. 
 
2. VSG’s system architectures is accurately depicted in EDC’s Figures 2 and 3 . However meter 
#3 is completely redundant in that it collects exactly the same information as PJM’s meter 
therefore only the PJM meter is needed.  
 
3. It is important to note that there will be cases in which it will be advantageous to install an 
inverter with greater capacity than the PV array. The revenue from frequency regulation is 
determined by the power capability of the installation. The energy is determined by the solar PV 
generation capability. The optimum lies with a system that can deliver more power than it can 
generate. For example a Nissan Leaf can easily provide 15 kW of frequency regulation power 
from its 24 kWhr battery bank, which is still small relative to the 48 kW service in a normal 
home. Such systems should still be permitted under the Class 1 Renewable regulations as long as 
their net output as true generators is 10 kW or less. 
 
4. Postulated system impact issues should be confirmed through observation or empirically 
modeled before requiring costly modification based on speculative but unconfirmed impacts. 
Distributed FR systems will be little larger than the solar installations on which they are based. 
The entire rationale for providing distributed ancillary services is that it stabilizes the grid and 
reduces the need for additional investment in distribution. A balanced presentation should include 
these positive impacts 
                                                        
3 Electric Distribution Company position on Mixed Generation Interconnection, Metering & Settlement, Dated August 13, 2014 
4 Concerns may be expressed for energy storage batteries in BtM Class I RE site being charged by running an ICE fueled generator. A 
typical ~20% efficient portable generator on Gasoline fuel at $2.70 per gallon (actual cost Dec. 19th), would yield approximately (fuel 
only cost) of $0.23 kWh, well above retail electric rates in NJ.  Therefore a an unreasonable concern given economic disincentives.  
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5. The discussion of “Metering” is acceptable as long as it is recognized that power delivered by 
the FR battery bank is not generation. If power flowing into the bank is not netted against power 
flowing out, but has to be paid for, the economics of FR from battery storage are not viable 
 
Comments on items under the heading Billing and Settlement, “Inverter based systems…..do 
require additional analysis when used for FR.”  
 
6. Any additional analysis of PV systems used for frequency regulation at a level of 100kW or 
less is trivial and should be paid for by the EDC.  
 
7. The power flow into and out of an FR storage battery under PJM regulation D is intended to be 
balanced to avoid net charge or discharge of the battery. Battery/charge systems are not perfectly 
reversible, and some net input of energy is involved. Billing this at the appropriate retail rate is 
justified.  
 
8. Addition by the EDCs of a “Contract Demand Adder” and an “Additional Retail Statement/ 
Settlement Preparation charge” are wholly unjustifiable attempts by the EDCs to profit from the 
investments of others to improve the grid. An analysis of the benefits to the EDCs and the RTO 
from distributed storage should result in a rate reduction or a payment for services rendered 
instead. 
  
Conventional generators receive lost opportunity compensation when de-rated from the economic 
maximum generation to provide frequency regulation, therefore charging storage for frequency 
regulation demand impact is discriminatory against BES resources.  FERC could be the likely 
judge over discrimination but BPU approved tariffs should not impose dissimilar treatment.  
 
There is no necessity for a “Demand Adder” for FR systems. The normal demand charge for 
commercial and industrial customers service will reimburse the EDC for any additional demand 
at the service location. 
 
“Netting the generation at the wholesale level produced and consumed by the FR system with a 
retail energy delivery charge for the energy consumed by the FR System” is acceptable, but it is 
handled automatically by net meter 1 without an extra meter 3. The power flow into and out of an 
FR storage battery under PJM regulation D is intended to be balanced, netting to near zero or 
slightly negative from losses. The losses in the FR system are simply part of the customer load. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The BPU commissioned Navigant5 to assess capabilities and policies to develop NJ’s full 
renewable energy potential thru 2016.  This study suggested 45 MW of storage would support an 
additional 500 MW of Solar PV thru time shifting and Frequency Regulation to address 
intermittency concerns.  With EDC proposed policies, energy storage and specifically EV 
adoption will likely lag.  Without the deployment of storage the identified full potential of the 
state’s renewable investment will be delayed.   
 
New Jersey has been a leader in solar photovoltaic installations. We believe the State can now 
become a leader in Electric Vehicle (EV) adoption with similarly well crafted policies that 
account for the synergies when Solar PV generation are combined with storage capabilities of 
EVs.  Without such policies, EV adoption will likely lag, and the combined benefits from cleaner 
transportation and higher realized value of Solar PV will go unrealized. 

                                                        
5 Market Assessment Services to Characterize the Opportunities for Renewable Energy – Final Report Navigant August 2012  
http://www.njcleanenergy.com/main/public-reports-and-library/market-analysis-protocols/market-analysis-baseline-studies/renewable 
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Paul H. Kydd, President  
Partnerships One, LLC 
Partnerships1@verizon.net 
 
 
About Partnerships One, LLC 
 
Partnerships One, LLC is a New Jersey Limited Liability Corporation dedicated to research and 
development. We focus on distributed energy systems used for linking electric vehicle (EV) 
storage battery capabilities to Solar PV installations in providing ancillary services to the grid.  
We call this Vehicle-Solar-Grid (VSG) integration. We have demonstrated VSG with funding 
support from a National Science Foundation Small Business Innovation Research Grant.   
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